REUTERS REPORTER
DAN WILLIAMS TRIES TO
HELP ISRAEL SELL IRON
DOME, IGNORES
PROBLEMS
In a story published at 7:28 am this morning,
Reuters more or less transcribed a sales
brochure for Israel trying to get other
countries to buy their own versions of the Iron
Dome system. I have written on Iron Dome a
couple of times, noting that it amounts to a
billion dollar boondoggle and that Congress now
wants US contractors to get their portion of the
take from the huge funds the US is pouring into
the program.
A recent summary of how the effectiveness of
Iron Dome has been over-hyped can be found here.
The New York Times also addressed problems with
Iron Dome here.
Remarkably, it seems that Reuters reporter Dan
Williams could find none of this information
about problems with Iron Dome while he copied
from Israel’s sales brochure for Iron Dome:
Normally, an advanced new weapon system
with a battle-proven success rate of 90
percent would have global defense
procurement agencies on the phone in
minutes. But Israel’s Iron Dome rocket
interceptor is yet to prove a hit with
buyers abroad.
In terms of operational achievement,
tested on the Gaza, Lebanese and
Egyptian Sinai fronts, Iron Dome is
unrivalled in the arms market. However
its uniqueness – developed for a
particular threat in a particular place
– also limits its appeal to countries
dealing with more conventional military
adversaries.

But the praise for Iron Dome doesn’t stop there.
Later in the piece, Williams says:
So far the system – its effectiveness
against Palestinian rocket fire
demonstrated beyond doubt since 2011 –
has been bought by just one foreign
country. Its identity is being kept
secret by both sides.

So far, at the time of this writing, about two
hours after Reuters posted the article, I have
had no response from Williams on Twitter to my
calling out his uncritical transcription of Iron
Dome effectiveness and Reuters has posted no
comments on the story even though I submitted a
comment about an hour ago.

